Rugby team wins two from Brown as Donelson, Van Tienen score

By Neal Gillman traveler to Brown this weekend proved extremely beneficial for the MIT Rugby team. After an unsuccessful game, the team scored their first victories of the season over Brown by scores 1-0 in the first game and 6-4 in the second. These recent victories improved their season's record to 2 wins, 6 losses, and 2 ties.

Losing in the first half of the game by a quick 8 points in

**Riflemen drop match to Nasson at home**

By Karl Frederich

Tech riflemen lost a disappointing match on home territory Saturday, December 13, to Nasson College. Seating for MIT was led by senior Jim Donjow's 210, followed distantly by Karl Frederich '69, 249; Dave Harndak '89, 208; John Berglund '89, 249; and Charles Maransett '69, 241. Further practice will hopefully put our guns back on target and into the top scoring column.

**Intramural Results**

**Basketball**
Burton 84 vs. Phillips Exeter 56

Thela Delta Chi A 38, SBY 85
Lambeth Chi Alpha 89, Baker B 15
Nuclear Engineering 34, Baker B 23
Baker B 76, SBY 8

Beta Eta Xi 96, Sigma Kappa 38
Delta Tau Delta 43, Sigma Chi 38
Gamma Phi Sigma 76, Delta Chi 26
Delta Phi Epsilon 96, Delta Phi 8

Chess: Burton 126, Phillips 0; Bridge: Burton 208, Van Tienen 244

**Tennis**
MIT (V) 0 vs. Phillips Exeter (V)

Soccer: MIT (V) 0 vs. Phillips Exeter (V)

**Track**

**At General Precision Aerospace**

**You'll Train on the firing line**

At General Precision Aerospace the young graduate steps right into actual space engineering assignments. During his first three years of work he may be in any project in three different development departments through a rotational training program and under the close supervision of experienced professionals many of whom former training program graduates. The best way we can ensure that we build the future of our multi-faced space effort.

This effort is so broad... it's hard to find a major space and defense program that doesn't use GPA. These programs include instrumentation Apollo, Explorer, Gamma, OSS, Mariner, Polaris, SUBROC, Surveyor, Ranger, and LEM. A complete list will find this page.

The work is demanding - it's both research and development - it's not a pure business. Visionary programs now in progress will someday yield optical laser gyro's and accelerometers, stellar inertial guidance and navigational systems, and recoverable re-entry guidance systems, precision microcomputers inertial navigation systems, solid state sensors, complex space information systems for spacecraft, missiles, and aircraft.

The salary programs for our engineers are competitive with any multimillion dollar equipped research center in Little Falls, N.J. was completed in 1962. An extensive Systems Engineering department - now open to new engineering graduates - helps them find where they fit best in our multi-faced space effort.

This is an effort so broad... it's hard to find a major space and defense program that doesn't use GPA.

**CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:** Wednesday, November 21, 1:30-2:30 P.M. in the Auditorium

**THE PROSPECTORS SKI CLUB presents**

**THE SKIERS**

Wednesday, November 14, 6:00-8:00 P.M. at the CAMBRIDGE HIGH & LATIN AUDITORIUM

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14**

**Cambridge High & Latin Auditorium**

**Trophy (V) placed**

**Reservation Available: RENTAL MACHINE**

**Life Insurance Department**

**Cambridgeport Savings Bank**

**At General Precision Aerospace**

**You'll Train on the firing line**